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Liberating Code with

How kotlin makes life easier



Part 1



Tips in general



Kotlin delegation "
Delegation is one of design pattern in which an object
handles a request by delegating to a helper object,
called the delegate.



Kotlin delegation "
Main point is to reduce boilerplate of code,
with following a rule based.



Extension! 🧤
Kotlin provides an ability to extend a class with
new functionality without having to inherit from
the class or use design patterns such as Decorator.

One of example, converting dp to px.



Structured Concurrency! ⚡

Kotlin Coroutines make asynchronous code as easy to work
with as blocking code. Coroutines dramatically simplify
background task management for everything from
network calls to accessing local data.



Structured Concurrency! ⚡



Structured Concurrency! ⚡



Testing! 



Testing! 



Testing! 



Testing! 



🚀 Live Templates
makes it easier for you to write
the same code over and over.



✅Green Gutter Culture
Implement a culture based on
Android Studio's built-in inspections.



Treat all Kotlin warnings as errors '
Treat all of the warnings as error so we can fix it
and explicit suppressed.



Part 2



Study Case





A few solution:
- Using RecyclerView with Multiple View Type

- With Visitable (Visitor Pattern)
- With Adapter Delegate

- <include layout=“...”>

Is it better?
No, of course not. you have to define
a ton of code in one place (unmaintainable)





How it works?
Let’s take a look in here:
https://github.com/isfaaghyth/floppy



Kotlin based?



Jetpack Compose! 

Jetpack Compose is Android’s modern toolkit
for building native UI. It simplifies and accelerates UI
development on Android. Quickly bring your app to life
with less code, powerful tools, and intuitive Kotlin APIs.



Jetpack Compose! 





Jetpack Compose! 

https://github.com/isfaaghyth/unofficial-pd

Sample Project with Modularization:

(unmaintain well) (will be treated soon)



TL;DR



Code & Bugfix

Sleep

Code & Bugfix

Sleep

Before and After using Kotlin🛌



Thankyou!


